
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

MEETING NOTES 
 

LEO-8000, Sustainable Gaming Standard 

For Slot Machines 

Standards Committee Meeting 

Monday June 22nd, 2009 Teleconference 

11:00 PST/ 1:00 CST /2:00 EST 

 
Facilitated by Leonardo Academy 

Madison, WI 

 

A. Committee Members Present: 

o Lee Gollhardt 

o Scot Hundley 

o Eric Hansel  

o Jonny BearCub Stiffarm 

o Patricia Tessier 

o Nancy Mancilla 

o Ralph Babcock 

o Rey Montalvo 

 

B. Committee Members Absent: 

o Steven Durham 

o Keith Nichols 

 

C. Others Present: 

o John Rodgers  

 

D. Next meeting: 

o Monday, August 10
th

  - 1 pm to 3 pm CST 

 

E. Proceedings: 

� Introductions  

o Eric: Everyone’s participation is greatly appreciated. However, everyone should be 

reminded that this is a voluntary effort and everyone’s has agreed to provide in-kind 

their time and energy to drafting the standard.  

 

� Old business and developments since April 3
rd

 , 2009 meeting 

o Steve Durham has volunteered to be Committee Vice-Secretary. 
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o Leonardo Academy reported that it is still doing outreach for additional committee 

members in the “user” category. Current members who have provided suggestions will 

make follow up attempts. 

 

� Committee comments and recommendations for draft standard 

o There were not member reports to the committee at this time. 

 

o Comment 11: EER Credit 3: Energy Metering (Page 10 of Draft Standard Version 2) 

 

o Patricia: Do we want to consider it as a pre-requisite credit?  

o Rey: An energy metering protocol may be a burdensome and costly process 

if an assessment of the efficiency of individual slots is indeed what is 

desired. Large casinos might just want to do this at the general casino level.  

o Scot: “Spot checks or random checks on slot machines after installation and 

at the factory” should replace the current wording. 

o Rey: If machines don’t meet initial standards at the factory level, then they 

generally don’t make it to the floor. Machines arrive on the floor with a 

certified rating from a national standard showing that it has met or 

surpassed the standard. The casino should then to take efficiency to 

another level. 

o Motion – Eric - Motion for Rey to provide commentary to all energy related 

revisions to support those made by others in order to get two perspectives. 

o Seconded by Patricia 

o All in favor.  

o Motion carried. 

 

o Comment 12: Materials Sustainability, MS Credit 1: Sustainable Materials – 

Recycled and Low Impact Content (page 11), 

 

o Patricia: Suggests breaking “Materials” and “Sustainability” down into other 

components that could be looked at separately. If the group is interested in 

looking at different types of materials in detail, then we should explore 

each individually along with their different measurement methods. They 

could get a credit for the recycled content, maybe not the sealants, 

solvents, and adhesives. 

o Jonny: The casino that embraces this doesn’t want to set themselves up for 

a media attack. They want to make sure that if the materials are broken 

down, then they will feel more comfortable defending their purchasing 

decision. Just as an example, the Forest Stewardship Council has 

established a type of Wood certification. Tribes are even considering 

drafting their own standard, so maybe “equivalent” should be added to the 

text. 
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o Motion – Eric - Change wording to include “FSC or equivalent” under 2d. 

o Seconded by Scot 

o All in favor.  

o Motion carried. 

o Rey: Regarding “How Points Are Earned" on page 11, can someone explain 

why the weight of the materials was so important since it is hard to 

compare weights of these types of materials, which have differently 

perceived impacts. 

o Patricia: Only commented on what was already in place. 

o Eric: When we originally made draft standard, it was written as best as they 

could. However, the committee was formed to address issues like these. 

o Rey: Would be more concerned with sustainability of the product rather 

than the weight. 

o Eric: If you know that something weighs 100lbs and you know that all 

sustainable materials are 5 pounds, then it means that the slot machine is 

95% sustainable by weight. 

o Patricia: Air quality is also environmental impacts, so something should be 

stated. Will add modification to comments. 

o Conclusion: Patricia and Rey will get together offline to handle this set of 

comments (P:19, 20, 21, 22, 23 - Draft Standard Version 2) 

 

o Comment 13:  Materials Sustainability, MS Credit 2: Sustainable Materials – 

Solvents, Sealants, Adhesives (page 12) 

 

o Patricia: Other issues should be added to a greater “to-do” list that could be 

addressed as we explore other areas of sustainability aside from the 

machines in the gaming industry. 

o Rey: Agrees with this comment  

o Motion – Eric – Motion to pass comments 

o Seconded by Jonny 

o All in favor.  

o Motion carried. 

o Patricia will clarify, re-word and re-present this section 

 

o Comment 14:  Materials Sustainability, MS Credit 3: Sustainable Materials – Local 

Materials (page 13) 

 

o Patricia: Are we looking at social impacts of air pollution? Or are we just 

looking at environmental impacts. 

o Eric: Should we leave it as is? 

o Rey: If ambient impact is looked at, then a bigger area is affected than air 

quality and diesel fumes from transport.  
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o Ralph: Machines giving off more heat will raise the temperature and will 

directly contribute to air conditioning demands. 

o Eric: We could add this to our list of “to-do’s” to address at a later point in 

time. 

o Educating the Public 

o Jonny: Customers may not care about sustainability, but peers will, so it is 

in the casinos interest to purchase sustainable machines. However, 

adequate information has to be shared with them so that they can make 

educated decisions. 

o Motion – Eric – To create a sub-committee on education to help build 

awareness and to think of ways to build out from our discussions over this 

document. People need to understand that the message will have to be 

crafted differently for different audiences.  

o Seconded by Nancy 

o Opposed by Ralph 

o Eric, Jonny, Nancy, Patricia, Rey, Scot, Lee in favor.  

o Motion carried. 

o Eric, Johnny, Nancy will meet via conference call to discuss these task force 

activities 

o Rey: Doesn’t want our objectives to get blurred. We have to draw some 

lines somewhere so that we can accomplish our primary task of creating an 

acceptable document. Getting the national and/ or international 

associations involved would add pressure to the industry to embrace and 

apply this standard. 

o Patricia: Who will be certified? The manufacturer or the buyer? We should 

craft a structured message for them. 

o Jonny: Education is the key to them acknowledging and accepting the 

standard. 

o Rey: After building awareness, we need a commitment from those within 

the gaming industry that we’re targeting. 

 

o Comment 15:  Materials Sustainability, MS Credit 4: Reduced Mercury in Light 

Bulbs (page 14) 

 

o Johnny: Lighting in the machines? 

o Rey: Many LEDs and others (T2s & T3s?) 

o Conclusion: Mercury issues confirmed in point 3 under How to Earn Points. 

 

o Comment 16:  Materials Sustainability, MS Credit 5: Recycling (page 16) 

 

o Eric: Should we entitle this “supplier waste management”? 
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o Patricia: Now that we understand the focus being components that go into 

the manufacturing process, we could use this as a tool to give everyone 

along the value chain a sort of heads up to be aware that this type of 

standardization is coming. 

o Eric: Did we come to a conclusion in the last meeting on monitoring and 

metering along the supply chain? 

o Ralph: If companies producing sustainable slots are able to monitor 

effectively, then they will be able to succeed. If not, then they will fall on 

their face when competing against the others.  

o Eric: That lends to the evolution of this process. We started with an award 

type of program and after careful thought; we decided to make it a 

standard. 

o Conclusion: (1) Education group should consider what happens if a smaller 

company wins or if a larger company doesn’t come into the fold. How do 

we market this process to the big players early on rather than later? 

 

o Comment 17:  Materials Sustainability, MS Credit 6: Waste (page 17) 

 

o Patricia: This point focuses on the manufacturer rather than suppliers. This 

could also address KN 34. re. a.ii. on page 19. We need to be consistent on 

where exactly we begin to measure. 

o Eric: Should we change the point distribution? 

o Ralph: Yes, because if the manufacturer wastes a lot of the materials that 

were actually ethically calculated, then it defeats the purpose. 

o Rey: Should this be looked at as a merit point or a pre-requisite in order to 

receive the points? 

o Motion – Eric – To assess this as a pre-requisite. However, more 

clarification is needed. 

o Seconded by Rey 

o All in favor 

o Motion carried. 

o Lee: Looking at the carbon footprint rather than just recycling. Recycling is 

definitely a component, but re-using, finding a 2
nd

 life without completely 

disposing of all components, should be looked at. 

o Eric: There are company’s out there that re-purpose slots. 

o Lee: The less you have to do to the product in order to re-use it is the best. 

We just have to address the target audience. 

o Patricia: Raised related issues in following comments. Innovation credit 

related to design to recognize and award credits for innovative design….etc.  

o Eric: We should move past this point for now and have Lee and Patricia 

work on re-addressing MS Credit 5 and 6- Reuse, refurbish, hazardous 

waste, 3
rd

 party verification (i.e. ewaste), reduced packaging 
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o Rey: Which entities are being nationally recognized for verifying activities? 

o Eric: Should we add language regarding “a nationally- trusted verifier” to 

MS Credit 6: Waste point d? 

o Conclusion: (1) The education task force should come up with resource lists 

to compliment components, e.g. list of nationally recognized verifiers. (2) 

Patricia and Lee will re-write language for MS Credit 5 and MS Credit 6. 

 

o Comment 18:  Materials Sustainability, MS Credit 7: Durability (page 17) 

 

o Eric: What is the average life of a slot? 

o Ralph: Don’t really see slots on the floor made before 2003, so 11-15 years 

could be stretching it. 

o Rey: There could be a fine line between using heavier materials to make 

more durable products. That should be reflected in the total calculation 

within durability and/ or innovation 

o Ralph: Durability should be defined a bit more like the debate between 

CRTs and LCDs 

o Eric: Does anyone have contacts with LCD screen manufacturers? It would 

be good to get them on board. Ralph has some contacts with CRT screens, 

which would be sent to John to follow up with. 

o Patricia: Yes, we should keep the credit, but adjust the lifespan. What do 

we do to encourage longer average lifespan? Is that feasible? 

o Ralph: The box, yes, but due to technological advancements, it’s hard to 

encourage industry leaders to hold onto older machines. When platforms 

are changed, then conversions cease. 

o Rey: So then what’s the argument for a more durable product? 

o Ralph: To make a more durable box or cabinet is the goal since it can save 

money and it lasts for up to about 7 years. 

o Eric: Can we put language that incentivizes people to do just that? They 

have the choice to forgo the points, but if they can figure out how to make 

a universal cabinet that can accommodate future modifications, then those 

actions should be incentivized. Can it be a distribution issue? Casinos that 

have a younger demographic can switch over easier? 

o Ralph: Yes. 

o Patricia: Should durability be tabled until the next call? We may have to 

define durability of the slot machine- the cabinet vs. the components. 

o Eric: Is everyone ok with splitting that up and adding ¼ of the point to the 

box and ¾ to the components?  

o Rey: Preventing material from entering landfill should be the priority, so 

extending the life of the machine, and then promoting the recyclability to 

other end products is the ultimate goal. This will be taken up again at the 

next meeting. 
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o Other business 

o A revision will be made to the document based on what was discussed 

today, so that Committee comments can be integrated into yet another 

version that will be distributed prior to the next meeting. 

o The education committee should also begin devising a list of slot reuse and 

refurbishing companies. 

 

F. Dates of future Committee and Task Force correspondence 

o Next Full Committee Meeting: August 10
th

  

o Education/ Marketing Committee: July 29
th

  (Ralph- maybe, Eric, Nancy, Jonny) 

o Materials Discussion Call:  July 10
th

  (Patricia, Rey)  

o Materials Discussion Call:  Unconfirmed (Lee, Patricia) 

 

 

G. Adjourn 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


